THE HALBERT CENTRE FOR CANADIAN STUDIES
is pleased to announce

The Halbert Centre bi-annual Post-Doctoral
Fellowship in Canadian Studies
STUDY AT UNIVERSITIES IN CANADA
FOR FELLOWSHIPS COMMENCING FALL 2018

INSTRUCTIONS:
The Halbert Centre Post-Doctoral Fellowship is open to students who graduated from the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and will submit their Ph.D. by August 31, 2018, or have
completed their doctoral dissertation no more than three years prior to the submission. The

fellowship grant offered is up to 40,000 Canadian Dollars.
Your application for the Halbert Center Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Canadian Studies must
include all relevant documentation listed below (items 1 to 6). These documents should be
submitted together as one application package. The application package must be submitted to
the Halbert Centre no later than February 22, 2018.
Please address the application package to the Halbert Centre’s Administrative Coordinator,
Diana Munayer:
mscanada@mail.huji.ac.il
Your application will be judged according to the following criteria:
 Overall academic excellence
 Specific Canadian content and reasons for choosing a university in Canada as your
post-doctoral venue
 A letter of invitation from an academic sponsor in your field at the Canadian
university.
 Completion of doctoral dissertation no more than three years prior to the submission
of the fellowship request
Please note: priority will be given to candidates who have not yet had a post-doctoral
fellowship.

DOCUMENTS TO INCLUDE:
1. Application Form
The application form can be found on the Halbert Centre’s website
http://canadianstudies.huji.ac.il/ under Grants and Scholarships. For the proposal abstract, you
may find it convenient to cut and paste from your word processor.
2. Detailed Program of Work
a. Your program of work should not exceed 1,500 words in Times New Roman, 12 point
font, and 1.5 spacing. Each page should be numbered consecutively and include your name

and “Halbert Center Post-Doc Fellowship” at the top right-hand corner. The proposal should
be written for general academic readers and not for specialists in your field.
b. Your detailed program of work should include:











Abstract of about 250 words
Research topic and the relevant literature review
The research questions and goals of the proposed research
the questions and goals of the proposed research
The methodology you intend to use (sample, data gathering method, data analysis
plans)
The way in which the project fits into the existing literature
The potential contribution of the project
The proposed strategy for the dissemination of your research.
The distinction between the current project and the PhD dissertation
If the research involves human subjects (e.g. interviews, questionnaires) be sure to
include a letter of clearance from the relevant ethical committee.

3. Bibliography
Your bibliography should not exceed two pages in Times New Roman, 12-point font and 1.5
spacing. You need to include only those works most relevant to your research project.
4. Three Letters of Reference
Each letter must be sent separately by the referee to mscanada@mail.huji.ac.il. One of the
letters of reference must be from your dissertation supervisor.
5. Current Curriculum Vitae — no more than two pages in length
6. Original Graduate Transcript
Please include a current transcript from all universities in which you have done your graduate
(M.A. and Ph.D.) work.

